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1 Hollow-core photonic crystal
fiber: The sample gas and the Raman excitation laser are coupled
into the inner core of the fiber.

2 Zoom-in on the inner core

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF GASES
COMPLETE GAS CHARACTERIZATION
WITH A SINGLE TECHNIQUE

(nominal diameter 7µm): light and
gas interact in the long confined
structure of the core.

Raman spectroscopy has a lot to offer

Raman spectroscopy in hollow-core
photonic-crystal fibers

Raman spectroscopy bears great potential
as a process analytical technology (PAT) tool
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In addition, Raman spectroscopy does not

providing the means to collect Raman sig-
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nals from significantly enhanced volumes.
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are crucial for the data acquisition rate in
industrial application.
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In summary, it is possible to find a
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20 mW. Figure 5 and 6 show the measured
Raman spectra of air (atmospheric pressure)

The spectroscopic system outlined above
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may easily be adapted to customer needs.
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measurement. In comparison to a freefocus-in-air setup we calculate a signal
enhancement factor of approximately
800 (wavelength- and power-adjusted).

Gas exchange
For an industrial application the gas exchange
time in an HC-PCF with a micrometer-sized
inner opening is crucial to the reachable data
acquisition rate. Results from a 1.2-m-fiber
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and a pressure difference of 1 bar used for
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gas exchange show an exchange rate of
approximately 100  s, which is too long for
many industrial applications. However, this
value shows a quadratic dependence on fiber
length, so that a 0.6-m-fiber has an exchange
rate of only 25 s and could be used with a
more powerful laser to end up with a similar
gas detection performance. As the limit of
photo damage experienced in HC-PCFs is of
the order of Watts, there is still a lot of signal
potential available by increasing laser power.
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